House Of The Scorpion

Across
1. What the orphan boys of Aztlan
4. Maria's mother
5. Mexico's new name
10. Opium is ruled by these individuals
12. What Matt is to El Patrón
15. Matt's full name
16. Most people in opium are this
18. Living beings with clamps in their heads
19. Matt's best friend
20. El Patron likes to be compared to this

Down
2. The place Matt tries to get to
3. Matt is a clone of this character
6. This book is about Matt's _________
7. El Patrón dies to this
8. Where Matt lives for majority of the first half of the book
9. El Patron will do this for himself
11. Matt is excellent at this
13. Maria's sister
14. Matt grew up in a field of these
17. One of El Patrón's bodyguards